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Abstract-We examine a class of initial-boundary value problems of vector-valued solutions defined 
over a bounded domain in Rn. The presence of degeneracy in this class leads to loss of hyperbolicity 
at the null solution which gives rise to breakdown on the boundary of the domain when Dirichlet 
boundary conditions are imposed. Although the equations are set in an arbitrary number of spatial 
dimensions, it is possible to predict a maximal interval of existence for Cl-solutions in this setting. 
A simple application to one-dimensional elasticity is also shown. 
INTRODUCTION 
Letu,Q:R”dW, and suppose u satisfies the following initial-boundary value problem, 
and 
utt - As(u) = 0, x E !J c Wn, t>o (1) 
u(x, t> = 0, x E km, tzo (2) 
u(x, 0) = m)(x), Ut(X, 0) = Ui(X), x E n, (3) 
assuming compatibility of the data (3) with the boundary condition (2). The purpose of this 
note is to give a demonstration of pointwise breakdown of derivatives of solutions to (1) on the 
boundary of fi (taken to be smooth) under relatively simple conditions on Q. Equations of the 
form (1) include, as a special case, the one-dimensional equation of compressible elasticity, 
utt - u’ (u,) 21,, = 0. (4) 
Together with initial and boundary conditions on u, ut and constitutive assumptions on u, equa- 
tion (4) describes the lateral motion of a homogeneous, elastic rod. In one dimension, (1) is 
obtained by differentiating (4) with respect to 2, replacing ue by 21, and identifying u with 
Q. The boundary condition (2) corresponds to Neumann boundary conditions for (4) rather 
than to the (weaker) traction-free condition c = 0. (This aspect can be seen by differentiating 
cr = 0 and u, = 0 by t, for u defined by equation (4) and u as below.) Our results, when 
applied to elasticity, cover a simple degeneracy of the stress-strain function having the conditions 
u’ (0) = 0, u” (0) = 0, with u”’ (0) > 0. The conditions u’ (0) > 0, u” (0) # 0 describing nonde- 
generacy and “genuine nonlinearity” properties, are of course well-known to lead to finite time 
breakdown [l]. 
In the higher dimensional case, we show for the class of nonlinearity being considered here, that 
breakdown of solutions can occur regardless of the number of spatial dimensions involved. This 
differs from results on unbounded domains where the linearization of the equations about the 
null solution is hyperbolic, and the possibility of solutions with initially small amplitude breaking 
down decreases with increasing dimension [2,3]. Particular cases of blow-up, and local existence 
of solutions, have been demonstrated for hyperbolic equations of degenerate type in the work of 
Sakamoto, [4]. 
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BREAKDOWN IN R” 
As indicated in the introduction, the nonlinearity will appear in the form of a relatively simple 
function, since we do not intend to be general here. Consider the following hypothesis for I: 
1) Let \E (u) = uF(~~u(~, where 
2) FE C3(R+;R), 
3) F(O) = 0, and 
4) F’(0) = A E (-oo,oo). 
It is straightforward to verify the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. 
Let u = uiei (summation), where the {ei}, 1 5 i 5 n, form a rectangular basis for R”. Then 
aq - =3t?i+3’UUi 
aui 
a2* 
-= 
aui buj 3’[eiuj+ejui+U6ij]+3”Uuiuj (6) 
and 
a3* 
aui duj auk = 3’ [ei bj, + ej 6ki + ek 6ij] 
+ 3” [ei uj uk + ej uk ui + ek ui uj + U (Ui 6jk + Uj 6ki + uk bij)] 
(7) 
+ 3”’ U Ui Uj ‘uk. 
Consequently, when u = 0, 
a* 
-=I) - 
aui 
6% 
dui duj auk 
= ii [ei 6jk + ej 6ki + ek 6ij]- (8) 
THEOREM. Let u E C2 ([0, T); C’(a)) satisfy (l)-(3). Then T < 00 provided X > 0 and Vu,(x) : 
Vui(x) # 0 for some x E asz. 
PROOF. Compute Vutt using equation (l), then set u = 0. By (2), (8), it follows that, on do, 
for 15 a,i 5 n, 
aiu,,, = A (Ih12ai ua +a& u) aj uadj ub) ,
where lOuI 2 E Vu : Vu E 6,u 8.u I a I (I’ Therefore, 
vu : Vutt = x (ply + 2IVuVuTl”) 
and 
vut : vut* = - i (pu12 atphq2 + atpuvuT12) .
Equation (10) implies 
( > 
+ll2 - IVu*)2 = A (IVul4 + 2~VuVu~~2) 
tt 
while, integrating with respect to time, (11) leads to 
; (IVll# - IVUij2) = x ( a (IVu14 - lVu#) + f (lvuvuT~2 - IVuc VuT12)) 
Using (13) in (12) now shows 
(w2L = 3x (IVul4 + 2lVuVll~(2) + 2(Vllij2 - A (Ivu0~4 + 21vu0vu;f~2) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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Next, consider the boundary condition (2). For each of n - 1 orthonormal tangent vectors, T, 
defined on dR, Vu.7 2 0. As a result, Vu has rank 1 on the boundary, and can be written in 
the formoQ,x) @n(x) where Q : R+ x R” -+ Rn and n denotes a unit normal on dR. Therefore, 
JVuVuT12 = jai2 and (14) becomes 
where 
(l(Q12)*, = 9x Id4 + co, (15) 
cc = 21a112 - 3J )ac14, m(x) =Q(O,X) and al(x) =at(O,x). 
Multiplying equation (15) by ( IQ[~)~ and integrating in time gives 
(16) 
with 
t ((b12)J2 = 3)r lf# + colaI + cl (17) 
Cl = 2 (k%J *%I2 - lQo121Q112) . (18) 
Consequently, for each x on the boundary, we obtain the relation 
la(XJ(4V 
t(x) = 2-“2 
I 
(3X y” + co(x) Y + Cl(X)) -l12dy. (19) 
lao(x 
Labelling the integrand as h(y)-‘12, observing A > 0 and performing some elementary calcula- 
tions shows that h (la,j2) = 21 a0 . ~1 I2 > 0 unless crc .crl = 0, and h’ (.) > 0 on [lac12, oo) unless 
QO = 01 = 0. So assuming as aa1 = Vu0 : Vu1 f 0 implies /~(y)-l/~ is bounded on [juc12, oo), and 
h(y)-1/2 N y-3/2 as y -+ 00. This means h(y)-lj2 E L’(~o(x)12,00), and therefore t(x) < 00. 
Thus, in the statement of the Theorem, T < ,‘“,f,“(x). 
REMARK. The corresponding result follows fzr equation (4) by setting ~(21~) = ~J(1/2 ~3, 
differentiating the equation twice and proceeding as above. 
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